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Methodology and aim of study

Introduction
Repeated phlebotomyIntroduction
as diagnostic
method, is introducing additional stress
and safety issues in patients. Replacing
traditionally used serum markers with
newer ones originating from the saliva
could enable less risky and stressful
sampling procedure, thus faster access
to various therapeutic interventions.
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Aim: to identify

novel salivary markers
associated with Diabetes
Identified salivary proteins
Mellitus-DM

CRP

•Salivary C-reactive protein (CRP) measured by ELISA- positive correlation with HBA1C values in Type
2 diabetics (diagnostic monitoring marker)
•CRP-significantly higher in diabetics, 0.034 higher than controls (95% CI 0.009, 0.059 and p = 0.01).

Resistin,
visfatin

•Adipokines involved in DM pathology molecular signaling pathways- early diagnosis in patients with
high risk of developing Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
•Resistin- increased by 4 ng/ml in Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus patients (potential noninvasive Type 2
Diabetes Mellitus biomarker).

GLT1 and
AQP

•Associated with xerostomia as a complication of Diabetes Mellitus
•AQ5- increased expression as a result of oxidative stress caused by hyperglycaemia (intracellular
2+
Ca overload and ER stress)
•Aquaporin-based therapies for treating xerostomia in Diabetes Mellitus patients

XNDC17,
ZG16B,
FAM3D

Common
salivary
protein1

• Proteins involved in oxidative stress-related processes (up-regulated); proteins associated with
saliva secretion (down-regulated). XNDC17, ZG16B and FAM3- distinguish between elevated /
decreased glucose levels (area under the curve of 0.917).
•Correlation with microvascular complications of Diabetes Mellitus i.e retinopathy

•Significant difference of CSP1 levels in the two groups (p = 0.026), with sensitivity value 64.71 and
specificity value 88.89 with 0.784 of AUC (p = 0.003).
•7x increased values vs. healthy controls
Conclusion
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The published literature undoubtedly highlights the saliva potential
for performing rapid and accurate diagnosis of DM even in outpatient
setting but, well-designed studies involving larger cohorts are needed
and more importantly standardization of the methodology for
sampling and analyzing the saliva with proteomic approach.
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